
Sun-Bimini Sun-Shade Installation

Skys The Limit Clamp

US Patent # 6095172
(Tools Needed  7/16” wrench OD Ratchet)

A. Begin the installation by attaching the two Skys The Limit (STL) clamps to the right and left arms of 

the Chaise Lounge. These clamps should be placed at the centerline of your hips when seated on the 

Lounge. Tighten the bolt # 1 with a 7/16 wrench or ratchet. Tighten lightly so further adjustments can 

be made at a later time.

B. Place the Bimini on the ground behind the Chaise with the black bumpers down. Secure the Bimini 

to the clamps # 2. Tighten with a 7/16 wrench or ratchet.

C. Open the Bimini and install the spreader bar. Raise the Bimini and estimate the location of the third 

clamp. From the side  the top will look like a triangle.  Install the third STL clamp # 3  on the right side 

at the estimated location and secure with a 7/16 wrench or ratchet.

D. Attach the adjustment arm to the third clamp and secure with  the wrench. Make any final 

adjustments to the clamp positions and secure all bolts. 

E. Your are now ready to use and enjoy your Skys The Limit Sun-Bimini Sun Shade. To adjust the 

position of the top loosen the thumb screw and place top to desired position. When         not in use 

When not in use, push in the snap button at the bottom of the adjustment arm, disconnect, and lay the 

Bimini flat and use the security strap to hold it down for storage.
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Sun-Bimini Sun-Shade Installation

US Patent # 6095172

1" and 1 1/4" Round Clamp
(Tools Needed  7/16 wrench or Ratchet)
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A. Begin the installation by attaching the two round clamps to the right and left bar of the Chaise 

Lounge. These clamps should be placed on the centerline of your hips when seated on the Lounge. 

Tighten the bolt # 1 with a 7/16” wrench or ratchet. 

B. Place the Bimini on the ground behind the Chaise with the black bumpers down. Secure the Bimini 

to the clamps # 2. Install the acorn nut and  Tighten with a 7/16 wrench or ratchet.

C. Open the Bimini and install the spreader bar. Raise the Bimini and estimate the location of the third 

clamp # 3 . From the side  the top will look like a triangle.  Install the third clamp on the right side  # 4 at 

the estimated location and secure with a 7/16”  wrench or ratchet.

D. Attach the adjustment arm to the third clamp and secure with the wrench. Make any final 

adjustments to the clamp positions and secure all bolts. 

E. Your are now ready to use your Skys The Limit Sun-Bimini Sun Shade. To adjust the position of  the 

top loosen the thumb screw and place top to desired position. When not in use , push in the snap 

button at the bottom of the adjustment arm, disconnect, and lay the Bimini flat and use the security 

strap to hold it down for storage.
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